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Description 

Hypotension is the most frequent complication of 

hemodialysis, being in 10–50 of the sessions and it's a 

significant cause of morbidity and mortality in this group of 

cases. There are some mechanisms described, the most 

important is due to a rapid-fire reduction in blood volume 

during the ultrafiltration. To our knowledge, in the literature, 

since 1986 lower than 30 cases of nonarteritic anterior ischemic 

optical neuropathy as a result of dialysis convinced 

hypotension had been described [1]. The visual consequences 

are still inadequately recognized. We report this case to draw 

attention to the visual complaints potentially unrecoverable in 

this threat group. Cases with habitual order complaint 

frequently also present with anemia and hypertension, 

conferring lesser vulnerability to ischemic lesions in the optical 

discs. NAAION started by hypotension is described in 

literature and it's allowed that nightly hypotension is the 

medium behind the high number of NAAION cases during the 

sleep period. Considering that the immunological and 

serological study was negative and adding to the known threat 

factors for NAAION the relative hypotension during de dialysis 

session that coincided with visual complaints leads us to 

explosively consider the thesis of NAAION convinced by 

dialysis hypotension. 

 

Optical Changes during Hemodialysis 

The negative impact of CKD on the case’s eye is complex and 

different. Studies have shown that HD, as a relief and treatment 

of CKD, can ameliorate certain optical symptoms in ESRD 

cases. It has been reported that stylish corrected visual 

perceptivity improves after a single HD session, and cases with 

diabetes tend to have further egregious advancements. Other 

experimenters have reported that HD can relieve macular 

edema in cases with order failure caused by diabetes. Still, in 

utmost cases, the negative impact of hemodialysis on the eye in 

CKD cases seems to be far beyond its positive impact. Plant 

aggravation of dry eye pattern after a single session of HD. 

Also, it has been observed since the early sixties that HD can 

change the position of intraocular pressure. Different studies 

have shown IOP to increase drop or remain unchanged. The 

goods of HD on the posterior pole include changes in retinal 

consistence, retinal whim-whams fiber subcase consistence, 

and choroid consistence [2]. Significant differences in these 

parameters have been reported in some studies, although others 

hold different views. The hemodialysis group was divided into 

primary order complaint, hypertensive KD and diabetic KD 

groups rigorously according to the original etiology of renal  

insufficiency [3]. When cases failed to give dependable 

supporting accoutrements or when two or further etiologies 

were 
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suspected, the cases were included in the etiology unknown 

group. Nineteen healthy people without HD history were set as 

normal control [4]. 

 

Hemodialysis System 

Only morning session HD cases were included. All cases 

passed 4 h HD sessions 3 days per week, at a blood inflow rate 

of 250 ml/ min. Cases were treated using high performance 

dialyzers 4008S type fresenius HD machine and a Campbell 8L 

applicable dialyzer patient blood was dialyzed against 

bicarbonate dialysate [5]. All cases displayed arteriovenous  

fistulae and used a polysulfide concave fiber dialyzer. The total 

body weight was measured before and after HD. 
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